
THE RULES OF COIN OPERATED LOCKER USE 

(ATTENTION) 

THIS LUGGUAGE LOCKERS ARE ONLY FOR TEMPORALY USE. 

PLEASE FOLLOW THIS RULES WHEN YOU USE  

1. Time of operation 

6:30AM to 9:30PM 

2. Prohibited items 

(1) valuables (2)dead body (3)volatile,explosive,or other dangerous goods (4)animal (5)weapons, 

gun,sword, other items refer to a criminal offense(6)strong-smelling or unsanitary items (7) 

unsuitable to keep in a locker(8)cash 

3. Storage confirmation 

If necessary, our staffs may open/close to check items in a locker. 

4. Rental fee 

Small : \300, Medium : \400, Large : \500 per one time each day. 

If you extend to use this service over night(before midnight to next day),rental fee would be added 

extra as stated above. 

5. Terms of use (within 7days) 

Available for 7days, regard ”passed midnight” as used for 1 day. 

6. Occupation over 7days 

In case of the situation that the user would not return the locker, we take items out of it and keep 

them at the other place for 15days. The rental fee at this time will be at the same rate as above. 

7. The case that prohibited items are found in a locker 

(1) In or after your use, in the case that lugguage would be found it suspicious(contains items 

StateNo.2),we may unpack, reserve, dispose,or deal with them properly according to the situation. 

(2) If any dangerous item in a locker is suspected in emergency situations, we may open the locker 

and deal with them as above. 

8. Non-claim luggage 

In the case that nobody comes to claim the luggage even if 15 days passed since started using this 

service, we would dispose them in accordance with the rules and consider them abandoned. 

9. Obrigation for compensation 

If you destroy locker itself or damage on other lugguages in lockers, you must compensate the loss. 

10. Responsibility of the accident 

In such below cases, we would not take any responsibility or liability for any damage or loss caused 

through this service. 

(1) Damage or loss of the items StateNo.2 

(2) The case caused by missed or stolen the locker key 

(3) Unavoidable accident or natural disaster 



(4) Inappropriate use 

(5) In according to legal force, the items in a locker must be unpacked and provided as a proof by 

government offices. 

(6) Other cases that we consider it unneccesary to take a responsible of. 

11.  Lost the key of a locker 

If you lost the key of a locker, you need to inform our staffs immediately and submit an application ” 

The luggage Pick-up Form” ,and pick up the luggage. In this case, we will charge you \2,500 for 

exchange key unit. However, when you find the key within 5 days and inform us, we refund the charge 

\2,500 in exchange for the receipt. 

12. Contact details and Pick-up office 

Contact: Information desk on 1st floor, domestic flight area 

Tel: 0848-86-8151 


